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Abstract - B. C. Tripathy and S. Debnath [B. C. Tripathy, S. Debnath,  -Open Sets and  -Continuous Mappings in Fuzzy 

Bitopological Spaces, J. of Intelligence and Fuzzy Systems, 24, 631-635 (2013)] first introduced the concept of       fuzzy  -open set 

in a fuzzy bitopological space to show that the collection of all these sets forms a fuzzy topology and also studied fuzzy pairwise  -

continuity. In this present treatise, we redefine this set as fuzzy        -open set with the help of fuzzy       preopen set to show that it 

is completely independent from fuzzy       open set. Moreover, we introduce fuzzy        -generalized closed set as a generalization 

of fuzzy       closed set and then we establish various properties and characterizations along with interrelationship among them. 

Also, we show an important result which states that though every fuzzy       closed set is a fuzzy       generalized closed set and 

fuzzy        -generalized closed set but fuzzy       generalized closed set and fuzzy        -generalized closed set are totally 

independent of each other. Furthermore, we introduce the notion of       fuzzy continuous function,             continuous function, 

      fuzzy  -continuous function and        -   continuous function in a fuzzy bitopological space and study those functions with 

various properties and interrelationships. Lastly, we define a new type of closure operator and prove certain results based on this 

conception. 

 

Index Terms— Fuzzy (i,j) γ-open set, (i,j)  gf closed set, (i,j) γ-gf closed set, (i,j) γ-gf continuous function. 

  

 

 I. INTRODUCTION 
 

J. C. Kelly [9] in 1963 first introduced the concept of 

bitopological space. Kandil initiated the notion of fuzzy 

bitopological Space (FBTS) in the literature [1] and since 

then many concepts in bitopological space were extended to 

FBTS. In 1970, the notion of generalized closed set was first 

commenced by N. Levine [13] in topological space. 

T.Fukutake  [18] (1986) extended this work in the field of 

bitopology. Later, in 1997 Balasubramanian and Sundaram 

[7] defined generalized fuzzy closed set in fuzzy topological 

space. On a different note N. Palaniappan and K. C. Rao [14] 

studied regular generalized closed sets in a topological space 

in 1993. Then, J. H. Park and J. K. Park [10] extended the 

results of Palaniappan et al. (regular generalized fuzzy closed 

sets) in fuzzy topological space. Considering the regular 

closure operator, S. Bhattacharya [16] introduced generalized 

regular closed sets in topological space in a different 

approach. That approach opened new windows for research 

in this sector. B. Bhattacharya and J. Chakraborty [3] continued this 

particular study of generalized regular fuzzy closed sets in fuzzy 

topological space. Moreover S. S. Kumar [17] has introduced the 

notion of       fuzzy preopen set in fuzzy bitopological space and 

considering this set, B. C. Tripathy and S. Debnath [6] studied the 

notion of       fuzzy  -open sets and fuzzy  -continuous mappings 

in fuzzy bitopological space. In this paper, we extend the notion of 

        -open set [4] of bitopological space into FBTS and denote 

it as fuzzy        -open set. The work targets to study a generalized 

form of this fuzzy        -open set in FBTS and we call it        -

generalized fuzzy closed set. At the same time, we introduce 

the notion of       generalized fuzzy closed set to study some 

interrelationships among these two ideas. Very often, it is 

observed that the relation between fuzzy closed set and 

generalized fuzzy closed set is linear in fuzzy topological 

space. For instance, every fuzzy closed set is generalized 

fuzzy closed [7] and every generalized fuzzy closed is a 

regular generalized fuzzy closed set but the converses are 

not true in general [10]. Here, it is shown that the relation 

between fuzzy       closed set,       generalized fuzzy closed 

set and        -generalized fuzzy closed set are of different 

kind and we emphasize that the last two concepts are 

independent of each other. It means that here the case is not 

normally abnormal, but abnormally normal as it is a natural 

offshoot of the context. Moreover, we present the notion of 

      generalized fuzzy continuous function and        -

generalized fuzzy continuous function along with some 

properties. Eventually, we show that the notions of        

generalized fuzzy continuity and        -generalized fuzzy 

continuity are independent of each other.  
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Throughout this paper, we denote a fuzzy bitopological space 

by FBTS which is given by (       )                  and 

is simply denoted as (       )  Also fuzzy sets are here 

denoted by         and fuzzy topologies are designated 

by                   for           and      . Again, a 

fuzzy point in   with support       and value        
   is denoted by     whose value is also represented by       

Also, for a fuzzy set   in         denote the complement of 

the fuzzy set   in    Some important related definitions are 

recalled below as ready references of our research work. 

 

1.1 Definition [1]: Let   be a non-empty set and       be 

two fuzzy topologies defined on X. Then,           is said to 

be a FBTS. 

 

1.2 Definition [5]: A fuzzy subset   of a fuzzy topological 

space        is said to be fuzzy   -open if              

for each            where        is the family of all 

fuzzy preopen sets in    
 

1.3 Definition [12]: Let           be a bitopological space. 

Any subset   of   is said to be a     -open set if       
    
 

1.4 Definition [17]: A fuzzy subset   of a FBTS is said to be 

      fuzzy preopen if     -     -        where       and 

            
 

1.5 Definition [6]: A fuzzy subset   of a FBTS            is 

called       fuzzy  -open if      is       fuzzy preopen for 

every       fuzzy preopen set   in    A fuzzy subset    of    

is called       fuzzy  -closed set if its complement,      in 

  is a       fuzzy  -open set. 

 

1.6 Definition [7]: Let        be a fuzzy topological space. A 

fuzzy set   in   is called a generalized fuzzy closed set if 

         whenever,     and   is a fuzzy open set in    
 

1.7 Definition [2]: A fuzzy subset   in a FBTS           is 

called a       fuzzy generalized closed set if   -         

whenever     and      -       where   -      is the 

family of all   -fuzzy open sets.  

 

1.8 Definition [7]: A map          from fuzzy 

topological space       into another fuzzy topological space 

      is called a generalized fuzzy continuous function if the 

inverse image of every fuzzy closed set in   is generalized 

fuzzy closed in    

II           FUZZY  -GENERALIZED CLOSED SET 

Here we consider the notion of     -open set in a 

bitopological space [12] and extend this concept in a FBTS 

and call it fuzzy        -open set. With the help of fuzzy 

      open set, we define       generalized fuzzy closed set 

and        -generalized fuzzy closed set along with their 

interrelationships. 

 

2.1 Definition: Let           be a FBTS and   be any fuzzy 

subset of    Then,   is said to be fuzzy       open set if 

         The complement of a fuzzy       open set is said 

to be a fuzzy       closed set. The collection of all fuzzy 

      open sets and fuzzy       closed sets are denoted by 

            and             respectively. 

 

2.2 Definition: For a fuzzy set   in X  

           closure of   is the intersection of all fuzzy 

      closed sets containing   and is denoted simply as       

       
            interior of   is the union of all fuzzy       

open sets contained in   and is denoted as               
 

2.3 Definition: A fuzzy subset   in a FBTS            is 

said to be a fuzzy       preopen set if 

             (           )  The family of all fuzzy       

preopen sets in a FBTS   is denoted by                
 

2.4 Definition: A fuzzy subset   of a FBTS           is 

called fuzzy        -open if     is fuzzy       preopen for 

every fuzzy       preopen set   in  . A fuzzy subset   of   

is called fuzzy        -closed set if its complement,      

in   is a fuzzy        -open set. The collections of all fuzzy 

       -open sets and fuzzy        -closed sets are denoted 

by         -     and         -     respectively. 

 

2.5 Definition: For a fuzzy set   in X  

            -closure of   is the intersection of all 

fuzzy        -closed sets containing   and is denoted simply 

as               

             -interior of   is the union of all fuzzy 

       -open sets contained in   and is denoted by       

         

 

2.6 Definition:  A fuzzy set   in a FBTS           is said to 

be       generalized fuzzy closed (in short,          closed) 

if                 whenever,   is a fuzzy       open set and 

   . A fuzzy set   is called       generalized fuzzy open 
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(in short          open) if its complement      is a       

   closed set. The family of all          closed set is denoted 

by             . 

 

2.7 Definition: A fuzzy set   in a FBTS           is said to 

be a        -generalized fuzzy closed (in short,        -   

closed) set if                      whenever,   is a 

fuzzy        -open set. A fuzzy set   is called        -

generalized fuzzy open (in short        -   open) if its 

complement      is a        -   closed set. The family of 

all        -   closed set is denoted by        -        
 

2.8 Remark: A fuzzy       closed set in a FBTS is 

independent of fuzzy        -closed set, which can be 

verified from the following example. 

 

2.9 Example: Let us consider a FBTS (       ) with 

  { }     {      {       } {       }} and    

{     }. Then             {      {       } {       } 

} and             {       {       } {       }}  So 

        -     {      {            or           

or      }} and         -     {      {            

or           or      }}  Here {       } is a fuzzy 

       -closed set but it is not a fuzzy       closed set.  

 

2.10 Example: Let us take a FBTS (       ) with   

{   }     {      {               } {               }}  

   {      {               } {               }}. Then 

            {      {               } {               

 } {               } {               }} and             

 {      {               } {               } {          
      } {               }}  Thus         -     
{      {           }             } and         -

     {      {           }             }. Here 

{               } is a fuzzy       closed set but it is not a 

fuzzy        -closed set. 

 

2.11 Theorem: Every fuzzy       closed (resp. fuzzy       

open) set is          closed (resp.          open). 

Proof: Let   be a fuzzy       closed set in a given FBTS 

(       ) and      where   is a fuzzy       open set in    

Now,             since   is fuzzy       closed. Therefore 

  is          closed. 

 

2.12 Remark: Converse of the above theorem may not be 

true in general. 

 

2.13 Example: We consider the FBTS taken in example 2.9. 

Here              {      {                or   

    }   Obviously {        } is a          closed set but it 

is not a fuzzy       closed set. 

 

2.14 Remark: The notions of fuzzy        -closed set and 

         closed set are independent concepts. This can be 

observed from the following mentioned example. 

 

2.15 Example: Again we consider the FBTS taken in 

example 2.9. Now from example 2.13, it is obvious that 

{       } is not a          closed set and {        } is a 

         closed set in    But from example 2.9, we see that 

{       } is a fuzzy        -closed set and {        } is not 

a fuzzy         -closed set. Thus our claim is verified. 

 

2.16 Theorem: Every fuzzy       closed set is a        -   

closed set. 

Proof: The       closure of a fuzzy      closed set is the 

same set. From the above statement the proof of the theorem 

is obvious. 

 

2.17 Remark: However the converse of the above theorem 

is not true, in general, as we see the following example. 

 

2.18 Example: We take the same FBTS like example 2.9. 

Here        -       {      {                 or 

         }}. Clearly the fuzzy set {        } is a 

       -   closed set but it is not a fuzzy       closed set. 

 

2.19 Remark: Both          closed set and        -   

closed set are independent of each other. We demonstrate 

this result by the following examples. 

 

2.20 Example: We take the same FBTS like example 2.9. 

Now observing example 2.13 and example 2.18, we see that 

the fuzzy set {       } is a          closed set, though it is 

not a        -   closed set. 

 

2.21 Example: Let us take a FBTS (       ) with   

{   }     {      {               } {               }} 

and    {      {               }}  Then, we have        

      {      {               } {               } {  

              }} and so             {      {           

    } {               } {               }}  Thus          

 -     {      {           }             } and 

       -     {      {           }             }  
Now we suppose   {               }. Clearly   is a       

 -   closed set. Again   is itself a fuzzy       open set but 
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            {               }     Therefore   is not a 

         closed set. 

 

2.22 Remark: The notions of        -   closed set and fuzzy 

       -closed set are independent of each other. 

 

2.23 Example: Once again, we take the same FBTS like 

example 2.9. Here   {       } is a fuzzy        -closed 

set, but from example 2.18, it is obvious that   is not a       

 -   closed set. Again from example 2.18, we see that the 

fuzzy set {        } is a        -   closed set but it is not a 

fuzzy        -closed set. 

 

2.24 Diagram: From the above remarks and examples we 

can express the discussed interrelationships as follows: 

 

 

 
 

 

2.25 Theorem: If   and   are        -   closed sets, then,  

    is        -   closed. 

Proof: Let       and   be fuzzy        -open. Then, 

      and thus,                          . Hence, 
                                          and thus, 

    is a        -   closed set. 

 

2.26 Remark: The intersection of two        -   closed sets 

may not be a        -   closed set, which is illustrated in the 

following example. 

 

2.27 Example: We consider a FBTS (       ) with   
{   }    {      {             }}  
and    {      {             } {               }}  Then, 

      

       {      {             } {              } {     

           }} and so             {      {             

 } {             } {               }}  Thus          -   
   {      {           }             or    
         } and          -      {      {             
         .7 or            }. Now let us take two 

fuzzy sets   {               }   {               }  
Obviously both   and   are        -   closed set. Now 

    {               }  which is itself a fuzzy        -

open set. But              {               }       
Therefore     is not a        -   closed set in    
 

2.28 Theorem: If   is a        -   closed set and      
             then   is a        -   closed set. 

Proof: Let   be a fuzzy        -open set such that      
Since,       and   is a        -   closed set,           

    . But                       , since               
and thus                Hence,   is a        -   closed 

set. 

 

2.29 Theorem: The following statements are equivalent: 

(a)   is a        -   open set in X. 

(b)                 whenever   is a fuzzy       

 -closed set and      

Proof:         Suppose   be a        -   open set and   

be a fuzzy        -closed set such that      Therefore, 

     is fuzzy        -open and            Now 

since,      is a        -   closed set,                   

                       which implies that   
               
 
        We consider a fuzzy set   such that   
               whenever   is a fuzzy        -closed set and 

     Here, we have to prove that      is        -   

closed. Let         where   is a fuzzy        -open set. 

Since              . Hence, by the hypothesis, 

we have                   i.e.,                     
Thus,                    which implies that      is a 

       -   closed set. Hence   is a        -   open set in    
 

2.30 Theorem: If   and   are        -   open sets with 

                                 , then     is a       

 -   open set. 

Proof: Suppose   be a        -   closed set such that    

     Then,                  since                

and hence by theorem 2.25,                              
In a similar manner,                              Thus, 

we get                              
                                                      
    Therefore,                  . Then, by theorem 

2.25,     is a        -   open set. 

 

2.31 Theorem: If                   and   is a        -

   open set then,   is also a        -   open set therein. 

Proof: Using the theorem 2.28, it can be easily obtained and 

hence omitted. 
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III          -GENERALIZED FUZZY CONTINUOUS 

FUNCTIONS AND RELATED RESULTS 

3.1 Definition: A function          from a FBTS 

(       ) to another FBTS (       ) is said to be       fuzzy 

continuous if the inverse image of every fuzzy       open set 

in   is fuzzy       open in  . 

 

Following the definition of pairwise  -continuity due to B. C. 

Tripathy et al. [6], we introduce       fuzzy  -continuous 

function as follows: 

 

3.2 Definition: A function          from a FBTS 

(       ) to another FBTS (       ) is called a       fuzzy 

 -continuous (in short,         -continuous) function if the 

inverse image of every fuzzy       closed set in   is  fuzzy 

       -closed in    
 

3.3 Definition:  A function          from a FBTS 

(       ) to another FBTS (       ) is said to be       

generalized fuzzy continuous (in short,          continuous) 

if the inverse image of every fuzzy       closed set in   is 

          closed in    
 

3.4 Definition: Any function   from a FBTS (       ) to 

another FBTS (       ) is said to be        -generalized 

fuzzy continuous (in short,        -   continuous) function if 

the inverse image of every fuzzy       closed set in   is a 

       -   closed set in    
 

3.5 Theorem: If   is a        -   closed set in a FBTS 

(       ) and if          is         -continuous and  

fuzzy       closed, then      is        -   closed in X. 

Proof: Let   be a fuzzy       open set in   such that      
   Then,         . Since,   is        -   closed and 

       is fuzzy       open,                       i.e., 

 (            )   . Also,   is fuzzy       closed and 

        (    )                                            

     and hence      is a        -   closed set.  

 

3.6 Theorem: Every       fuzzy continuous function defined 

on a FBTS is          continuous function. 

 

3.7 Remark: The converse is not true, as we see the 

following example. 

 

3.8 Example: Let us consider two FBTS (       ) and 

(       ) with   {   }   {   }    {       {       

         }}    {       {               }}    {      } 

and    {       {               } {               }}. 

Also we consider a function          such that      
           . Now we have             {       {      
          } {               }} and             {      

 {               } {               }}. Thus              
 {       {           }             or         

    }  Evidently   is a          continuous function. But 

   {               }  {               }                
Hence   is not a        fuzzy continuous function. 

 

3.9 Remark: Both the notions of          continuous 

function and        -   continuous functions are 

independent of each other. This result is clearly evident in 

the following examples. 

 

3.10 Example: Let us suppose that (       ) and (       ) 

be two FBTS, where    { }    { }     {    
   {       }}      {       {       }}     {    

   {       }} and    {       {       }}  We define a 

function          in such a way that,         . Now, 

             {       {       } {       }} and 
             {      {       } {      }}  Also          

     {       {       } {       } and              {    
   {       } {       }}   Here, every fuzzy set in   is fuzzy 

       -open set as well as          closed set. So, obviously 

  is a          continuous mapping. Again, {       } is a 

fuzzy       closed set in    Suppose    {       }  
{       }     Now   {        }, which is a fuzzy       

 -open set, but             {       }  {        }. So,   

is not a        -   closed set. So,   is not a        -   

continuous function. 

 

3.11 Example: Let us suppose that (       ) and (       ) 

be two FBTS, where   {   }   {   }    {    
   {               } {               }}    {      {   

             } {               }}    {     } and     

 {       {                }}  Also we consider a function 

         such that                . Now we have 

            {     {               } {                

} {               } {               }} and             

      {               } {               } {            
   } {               }}  Also               {       {    
            }} and              {       {               

 }}  Now obviously   is a        -   continuous mapping. 

Now {               } is a fuzzy       closed set in    
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Suppose      {               }  {               }  
which is not a          closed set in    Therefore   is not a  

         continuous function. 

 

3.12 Definition: A fuzzy set   in a FBTS (       ) is called 

       -generalized fuzzy  -neighbourhood (in short,        -

    -nbd) of a fuzzy point    if there is a        -   open 

set   such that         

 

3.13 Definition: For any fuzzy set   in a FBTS (       )   

        -generalized fuzzy closure operator          
  is given 

as: 

         
       {             is a        -   closed set in 

 }  
 

3.14 Theorem: Let   be a fuzzy set in a FBTS (       ) and 

also let    be a fuzzy point in    Then,             
     if 

and only if for each        -    -nbd   of          

Proof: It can be easily proved using the definition of 

         
     and by the definition of        -    -nbd. 

Hence, it is omitted. 

 

3.15 Theorem: Let    (       )   (       ) be a function 

from a FBTS (       ) into another FBTS (       )  Then 

the following statements are equivalent: 

       is a        -   continuous function 

      the inverse image of each  fuzzy       open set  

        in   is        -   open set in    
Proof: It is straightforward from the definition, hence 

omitted. 

 

3.16 Theorem: Let    (       )   (       ) be a        -

   continuous function, then                              
     for any fuzzy set   in X.  

Proof: Let   be a fuzzy set in a FBTS (       )  Then,   

    (    )     (             )  Obviously,            

    is a fuzzy       closed set in   and since   is        -   

continuous, therefore,    (             ) is a        -   

closed set. Thus,          
        (             ) and 

hence,  (         
    )                 

 

3.17 Theorem: For any function    (       )   (       ) 

from a FBTS (       ) into another FBTS (       )  the 

following statements are equivalent: 

     For each fuzzy point    in   and each       

fuzzy open  -nbd of        there exists a        -   open  -

nbd   of    such that         

       (         
    )                 for a fuzzy 

subset      

                
 (      )     (           )  for a 

fuzzy subset      
 

Proof:          Let     (   
    ) and   be any       

fuzzy open  -nbd of     Then, there exists       such that 

          and             
     and by      there exists a 

       -   open  -nbd   of    such that         Since, 

            
            and hence,         Hence,       

                     
 

           Let      and   be any       fuzzy open  -nbd 

of  (  )  Now we put             Then,       Since, 

 (         
    )                          which 

implies that          
        Since,              

    

   then there exists a       fuzzy open  -nbd of    such that 

    and thus,                 
 

          This can be easily proved, hence, omitted.  

 

3.18 Definition: A FBTS (       ) is said to be       fuzzy 

     space if every           closed set in   is fuzzy 

     closed in    
 

3.19 Definition: A FBTS (       ) is said to be       fuzzy 

 -     space if every        -   closed set in   is fuzzy 

      closed in    
 

3.20 Remark: Every       fuzzy  -     space is       fuzzy 

     space but the converse is not true in general. We 

demonstrate this result by the following example. 

 

3.21 Example: Let us consider a FBTS (       ) such that 

  {   }     {     } and    {      {           }  

         }  Thus             {      {           

 }          } and             {      {          
  }           }  Then           -     {      {    
        }          }  Clearly   is a       fuzzy      

space since every           closed set in   is fuzzy 
     closed in    Now we consider a fuzzy set   
{               }      Here                    Thus 
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  is a        -   closed set in   but it is not a fuzzy       

closed set. Therefore,   is not a       fuzzy  -     space. 

 

3.22 Theorem: Let          be a function from a FBTS 

(       ) into another FBTS (       ) such that   is a        

 -   continuous function and also suppose          is a 

      fuzzy continuous function. Then, the composition     

is a        -   continuous function. 

Proof: Let   be any fuzzy       closed set in    Since,   is a 

      fuzzy continuous function, therefore        is a fuzzy 

      closed set in    Again,   is        -   continuous 

function and so,    (      ) is a        -   closed set in    

Thus,            (      ) is a        -   closed set. 

Hence,     is a        -   continuous function. 

 

3.23 Remark: The composition of any two        -   

continuous functions may not be        -   continuous. It is 

verified in the following example. 

 

3.24 Example: We suppose three FBTS (       ) (       ) 

and (       ) where   { }   { }   { }    

{      {       }}    {      {       } {       }  

    {     {       }}     {      {       } {       }} 

    {      {       } and    {      {       }}  Also 

we define two functions       and       such that 

       and         Here   and   are both        -   

continuous function, but     is not a        -   continuous 

function. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we studied        -   closed set in a fuzzy 

bitopological space in details. We discovered some 

interesting results unlikely to the cases of other 

generalizations of fuzzy closed sets available in literature. 

The relations of    -closed set [10],    -closed set [3],  -

   closed set [11] with fuzzy closed set and generalized 

fuzzy closed set are linear in nature, but in our study we 

found that though every fuzzy       closed set is a           

closed set but           closed set is completely independent 

of        -   closed set. Also we see that fuzzy       closed 

set and fuzzy        -closed set are independent concepts. 

Furthermore we introduced various types of continuous 

functions between two FBTS and examined interrelationships 

among them. Lastly we established some properties of 

          continuous functions with the help of         -

generalized fuzzy closure operator. 
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